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CHAPTER 9
Equal
Opportunity
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The Equal Opportunities 4 Schools website at http://
www.eo4schools.net.au/work-life, gives a great deal of
information to support your understanding of your rights at work,
school and the community.[If you have an internet connection,
click on any green bold text to go to the related link]
In this Work life section, your teacher will guide you through
resources and activities to cover topics such as:
Conditions at work
Discrimination
Sexual harassment
Workplace bullying
Finding a placement/job
Work experience placements
What to do about issues at work
Places to get information
Before you finish this induction booklet, you should be able to
successfully complete the QUIZ at: http://
www.eo4schools.net.au/quizzes/work_exp_quiz/quiz.html
and get a copy of a certificate as evidence.
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EO Crossword

Across
4. Searching the bags of teenagers and not older people is ____ discrimination
5. If you treat someone unfairly because of a person characteristic, it is called _________
10. Treating someone unfairly because they look after a family member is discriminating against them
because of their ____ responsibilities
11. School dress policies generally can't stop people from wearing their __________ jewellery
Down
1. _____ dogs are allowed in shops, taxis and restaurants
2. Not hiring someone because they are married is ______ status discrimination
3. In South Australia, discrimination law can be found in the Equal ____ Act
6. If you are discriminated against in South Australia, you can complain to the Equal Opportunity _____
7. You need to lodge a discrimination complaint within ___ months
8. If you keep asking someone out on a date when they have said no, it is sexual _____________
9. If a club wouldn't let someone in because they were Indian, it would be ____ discrimination
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Click on the picture above or HERE to access the "What you say matters" webpage
This booklet covers a huge range of topics, including, that
discrimination is against the law, when is discrimination
against the law, how does the law cover harassment, what to
do about discrimination and harassment, exceptions to the
rules.
Click HERE to read or download the booklet
Click on the picture below or HERE to access the "Racial Discrimination, Know your rights" video clip
You may need to scroll down the page.

